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An investigation into the 
controversial debate between 
the standard Qwerty and the 
Dvorak computer key layout.

Why have I chosen this investigation?

My own personal fascination with this investigation began when I started to think 
about the world of the keyboard. It has been something which I have used almost 
everyday and yet did not quite know how it got there. This interested me because I 
want to be aware of our history and also as we use the keyboard tool everyday in our 
career, it would seem ignorant to not know how it came into being.   

Over the years since the development of the internationally used Qwerty keyboard, 
there has been many designs offered to replace it. One in particular is the 
Dvorak keyboard, August Dvorak designed a key map around the function of the 
user as opposed to around the machine (Qwerty), but was met with no success even 
though evidence proves that Dvorak reduces strain, increases speed, takes less time 
to train and reduces hand movement significantly, due to the ‘Home Row’ keys 
being designed around your fingers movements.

What will I be doing in this investigation?

Investigation – part one:
Through this investigation I wish to experiment with the shape and form of 
the evolving keyboard, and to produce some experimental designs which reflect 
this. The aim of this is to build a foundation of knowledge toward the history 
of keyboards.

Investigation – part tw:
This investigation will look into the history of the keyboard with the aim to pull out 
and map why Dvorak is more sufficient than the ‘insufficient’ Qwerty key map. 
  
How Qwerty came about:
In 1868’s a man named Christopher Latham Scholes and some friends secured 
a patent for his new invention, the typewriter. His prototype had the keys 
arranged alphabetically.

When the user struck a key, it swung a ‘type bar’ up to the paper, stamping it with a 
letter of printing type. But these original type bars didn’t work very well because 
they fell slowly back into place by gravity.

As a result, when two neighbouring keys were struck in rapid succession the 
typewriter would jam. But instead of improving the ‘typebars lever design’, Scholes 
became preoccupied with rearranging the keys. 

So Scholes enlisted the help of a machinist,Carlos Glidden and a business man 
James Densmore. Their main goal for improving the next typewriter model was to 
physically separate keys that were frequently struck in sequence. 

Densmore’s brother Amos, an educator prepared data on common letter pairs, or 
digraphs such as br, bl, cr, cl, ch, dr, fl, fr, gl, gr, sl, pl, pr, sc, sh, sn, st, sl, sp, sk, 
sw, tr, th. (fig.1)

Using this data, Scholes moved the keys around experimentally and totally random 
while trying to separate as many digraphs as possible. 
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Supposedly Densmore suggested to Scholes to put all the letters in the word 
‘typewriter’ on the top row as this would aid the salesmen later on.

So it was at this point that the Qwerty layout emerged into being.

Most Qwerty critics will tell you that Scholes rearranged the keyboard to slow down 
all the people who were typing too fast. When in actual fact Qwerty is actually 
designed to be inefficient!

But what’s interesting here is that Scholes developed Qwerty before typewriters were 
even available to the public.

Because of the success of the Remington number two typewriter in 1878 (fig 2) 
meant that Qwerty was distributed at the rate of 100,000 per year by the year 1900. 
Millions were sold and people all across America began memorizing the random 
arrangement of keys, pretty soon people had developed methods to touch type 
with all ten fingers. It was not until 30 years later that someone tried to change 
the modern keyboard layout. Scholes did come up with a more functional layout 
design but was refused to be implemented as Qwerty was making too much money 
to change.

How did the Dvorak keyboard come about?
In 1932 August Dvorak and William Dealey built upon earlier research as well as 
their own, using extensive studies of letter frequency and especially groupings in 
English to ‘craft’ their simplified keyboard. Dvorak put all of the most common 
typed consonants on the home row, as well as all of the vowels, see fig 4. 

On this simplified keyboard, they found fingers need only travel 1 mile to do a 
typical day’s typing; On Qwerty, fingers travel 16—20 miles to do the same work.

In fact if you only use the letters on the Dvorak keyboard Home Row, you can type 
more than 3, 000 words. With the Qwerty Home Row you can only type about 
300 words.

Spending more time off the Home Row means that your fingers have to spend more 
time reaching for the other keys, that’s why so many Qwerty typists develop 
Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSI)

With Qwerty your fingers travel as far as possible to secure a more optimum speed. 
As a result our hands are forced to crowd together to get all of the letters in front of 
the fingers, as well as this the fingers must be trained to move in diagonal directions 
to reach as required.

Investigations were carried out, which produced clinical evidence of finger, wrist 
and shoulder joints of keyboard operators with marked flexion, extension, 
abduction and deviation due to keying continuously on keys which force these joints 
into unnatural positions.

The future:
Futurologists predict that the number of people who use keyboards will increase 
quite dramatically in the next few decades, and also that children may start to learn 
to type before they learn to write. If more and more people use keyboards and if they 
start to use them at an earlier age when physical defects may be more readily 
induced, the cost in terms of human suffering will increase unless the design of the 
keyboard is changed.

Dvorak now ships with every computer, as with a typewriter you would have to
physically change all of the letters on the type bars, but with a computer it’s just the 
case of pressing a button.

It remains to be seen if and when Qwerty will end it’s rein as the leader in keyboard 
users around the world, but it certainly makes you question when you sit back down 
to your Qwerty keyboard. 
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